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LPG multivalves are the core business of our company. They 
are produced with Tomasetto Achille trademark and with 
the trademarks of some of the most important lpg system 
manufacturers

LPG multivalves

at02mODeL 

Homologated in accordance with the latest European Regulation ECE 67R-01
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Millions of pieces sold and installed all over the world are the evidence 
of the quality and reliability of Tomasetto multivalves.
Tomasetto multivalves are available in different models, for every type of 
tank (cylindrical, toroidal or special versions), in several configurations 
and, upon request, in personalized versions as well.

at00mODeL 

In conformity with the previous European 
Regulation ECE 67R-00

at11 mOtO
mODeL 

Homologated in accordance with the latest European Regulation ECE 67R-01, 
designed for two-wheeler (motorbikes) and three-wheeler applications 
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Tomasetto multivalve for LPG tanks, model AT02, is homologated in accordance with the European Regulation ECE 67R-
01 and with the Indian Standards IS-15500 and is equipped with all safety devices: pressure relief valve (PRV), pressure 
relief device (PRD), solenoid valve, 80% filling limiter, excess flow valve, non-return valve, manual (service) valve and 
level indicator (upon request). The highest flow rate provided by our safety devices (PRD and PRV) make the Tomasetto 
AT02 multivalve a leading product in the market. Severe and several bonfire tests performed by the most important tank 
manufacturers have been brilliantly completed.

Two different versions are available in our range: Standard Version, Extra Version.

LPG multivalves model  at02

staNDaRD eXtRa
with 6mm outlet fitting and 3mm solenoid valve hole with 8mm outlet fitting and 4.5mm solenoid valve hole
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Tomasetto multivalve model AT02 is available for 0°, 30°, 90° cylindrical tanks, for 30° and 37° internal toroidal tanks and for 0° 
external tanks; upon request, versions for special tanks are available as well. Tomasetto LPG multivalve is supplied with electrical 
wire for coil connection, sensor holder (sensor installed upon request) and mounting accessories.

> wIThouT fILLInG PoInT (.1) (STAndArd VErSIon)
with the accessories bag MVAT3223 or MVAT3225, containing only the multivalve’s fixing accessories.

> wITh GASoLInE door fILLInG PoInT (.P)
with the accessories bag MVAT3320P or MVAT3322P, containing the multivalve’s fixing accessories and gasoline door filling point 
with Italian adapter (only on demand).

All Tomasetto multivalves are manufactured through high-tech processes  and 100% tested and calibrated.

* Values referred to the homologation tests

teCHNiCaL Data

dATA

Material

weight 

PrV setting

PrV flow rate

Prd flow rate

Prd melting point

filling speed

Inlet connection 

Coil voltage

outlet connection 

Coil power

Solenoid valve type

Solenoid valve hole

Automatic 80% level stop

Excess flow valve

outlet manual valve

Sensor level

STAndArd

Hot forged brass, machined on cnc transfer and center 

0,9 kg 

2,7 MPa (27 bar) - 2,2 MPa (22 bar) India 

23,4 Nm3/min* 

4,4 Nm3/min* 

120 ± 10°C 

17/18 lt/min. at 10 bar 

1/4 gas 

12 V DC 

M10x1 / pipe: Ø 6 mm M12x1 / pipe: Ø 8 mm

11 W 17 W

normal piloted

3 mm 4,5 mm

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

EXTrA
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LPG multivalves model  at02

CYLiNDRiCaL CODes

CYLINDRICAL 
TANKS

SIZE WITHOUT 
FILLING POINT

EXTRA
WITHOUT

FILLING POINT

30

30°

LEFT

90°

0°

d.200-30° 

d.230-30°

d.244-30° 

d.270-30° 

d.300-30° 

d.315-30° 

d.360-30° 

d.375-30° 

d.400-30° 

d.450-30° 

d.270-30° sx

d.300-30° sx

d.315-30° sx 

d.360-30° sx 

d.400-30° sx 

d.450-30° sx 

d.200-90° 

d.244-90° 

d.270-90° 

d.300-90° 

d.315-90° 

d.360-90° 

d.400-90° 

d.450-90° 

d.200-0° 

d.244-0° 

d.270-0° 

d.300-0° 

d.315-0° 

d.360-0° 

d.400-0° 

d.450-0° 

MVAT0A01.1

MVAT0A46.1

MVAT0A02.1

MVAT0A03.1

MVAT0A04.1

MVAT0A05.1

MVAT0A06.1

MVAT0A42.1

MVAT0A07.1

MVAT0A41.1

MVAT0A03S1

MVAT0A04S1

MVAT0A05S1

MVAT0A06S1

MVAT0A07S1

MVAT0A41S1

MVAT0A30.1

MVAT0A31.1

MVAT0A32.1

MVAT0A33.1

MVAT0A34.1

MVAT0A35.1

MVAT0A36.1

MVAT0A43.1

MVAT0A61.1

MVAT0A62.1

MVAT0A63.1

MVAT0A64.1

MVAT0A65.1

MVAT0A66.1

MVAT0A67.1

MVAT0A70.1

MVAT0A01X1

MVAT0A46X1

MVAT0A02X1

MVAT0A03X1

MVAT0A04X1

MVAT0A05X1

MVAT0A06X1

MVAT0A42X1

MVAT0A07X1

MVAT0A41X1

not available

not available

not available

not available

not available

not available

MVAT0A30X1

MVAT0A31X1

MVAT0A32X1

MVAT0A33X1

MVAT0A34X1

MVAT0A35X1

MVAT0A36X1

MVAT0A43X1

MVAT0A61X1

MVAT0A62X1

MVAT0A63X1

MVAT0A64X1

MVAT0A65X1

MVAT0A66X1

MVAT0A67X1

MVAT0A70X1
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tOROiDaL CODes

TOROIDAL 
TANKS

SIZE WITHOUT 
FILLING POINT

EXTRA
WITHOUT

FILLING POINT

30°

INTERNAL

37°

INTERNAL

0° 

EXTERNAL

h.180/190 30°

h.200/204 30°

h.220/225 30°

h.230/240 30°

h.250-30°

h.270-30°

h.300-30°

h.330-30°

h.180/190 37°

h.200/204 37°

h.220/225 37°

h.240-37°

h.250-37°

h.270-37°

h.145-0°

h.180/190 0° 

h.200/204 0°

h.220/225 0°

h.230-0°

h.240/250 0°

h.270-0°

h.300-0°

h.330-0°

MVAT0A08.1

MVAT0A09.1

MVAT0A12.1

MVAT0A14.1

MVAT0A16.1

MVAT0A18.1

MVAT0A68.1

MVAT0A69.1

MVAT0A19.1

MVAT0A20.1

MVAT0A23.1

MVAT0A26.1

MVAT0A27.1

MVAT0A29.1

MVAT0E01.1

MVAT0E02.1

MVAT0E03.1

MVAT0E06.1

MVAT0E08.1

MVAT0E09.1

MVAT0E11.1

MVAT0E13.1

MVAT0E14.1

MVAT0A08X1

MVAT0A09X1

MVAT0A12X1

MVAT0A14X1

MVAT0A16X1

MVAT0A18X1

MVAT0A68X1

MVAT0A69X1

MVAT0A19X1

MVAT0A20X1

MVAT0A23X1

MVAT0A26X1

MVAT0A27X1

MVAT0A29X1

MVAT0E01X1

MVAT0E02X1

MVAT0E03X1

MVAT0E06X1

MVAT0E08X1

MVAT0E09X1

MVAT0E11X1

MVAT0E13X1

MVAT0E14X1
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LPG multivalves model  at00

Tomasetto multivalve for LPG tanks, model AT00, the newest version of the former model MTE88, is in conformity with 
the previous European Regulation ECE 67R-00 and is equipped with the following safety devices: pressure relief valve 
(provided only with the class A version), 80% filling limiter, excess flow valve, non-return valve, manual (service) valve, 
mechanical level indicator. Tomasetto multivalve model AT00 is available for the most diffuse LPG tanks (cylindrical and 
toroidal). A “left” configuration for some cylindrical versions is also available and, upon request, personalized multivalves 
can be provided as well. 

Tomasetto AT00 multivalve can be supplied with different types of filling units and fixing accessories and is available in 
the following versions: 

> MuLTIVALVE CLASS A 
> MuLTIVALVE CLASS B

CLass a CLass B
complete with pressure relief valve (PRV) without pressure relief valve 
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* class A

teCHNiCaL Data

Material

weight

design Pressure

Prv Setting*

Prv flow rate*

filling Speed

Inlet Connection

outlet Connection

Hot forged brass, machined on cnc transfer and center 

0,65 kg 

6,75 MPa 

2,5 MPa 

23,4  m3/min 

18 lt/min @ 10 bar 

1/4 gas 

M10x1 / pipe Ø 6mm” 
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LPG multivalves model  at00

CYLiNDRiCaL CODes

CYLINDRICAL 
TANKS

SIZE CLASS A CLASS B

STANDARD STANDARDWITHOUT FILLING 
POINT

FILLING POINT
PLASTIC BOX

30° INTERNAL

30° INTERNAL 

LEFT

d.200-30° 

d.244-30° 

d.270-30° 

d.300-30° 

d.315-30° 

d.360-30° 

d.400-30° 

d.450-30° 

d.500-30° 

d.270-30° sx

d.300-30° sx

d.315-30° sx 

d.360-30° sx 

d.400-30° sx 

d.450-30° sx 

MV3171.1

MV3172.1

MV3173.1

MV3174.1

MV3175.1

MV3176.1

MV3177.1

MV3178.1

MV3179.1

MV3173S1

MV3174S1

MV3175S1

MV3176S1

MV3177S1

MV3178S1

MV3171.SC

MV3172.SC

MV3173.SC

MV3174.SC

MV3175.SC

MV3176.SC

MV3177.SC

MV3178.SC

MV3179.SC

MV3173S.SC

MV3174S.SC

MV3175S.SC

MV3176S.SC

MV3177S.SC

MV3178S.SC

MV3171

MV3172

MV3173

MV3174

MV3175

MV3176

MV3177

MV3178

MV3179

MV3173S

MV3174S

MV3175S

MV3176S

MV3177S

MV3178S

MV3060

MV3070

MV3080

MV3090

MV3100

MV3110

MV3120

MV3130
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tOROiDaL CODes

TOROIDAL 
TANKS

SIZE CLASS A CLASS B

STANDARD STANDARDWITHOUT FILLING 
POINT

FILLING POINT
PLASTIC BOX

0° EXTERNAL

30° INTERNAL

h.180/190 0°

h. 200/204 0°

h. 220/225 0°

h. 240/250 0°

h. 270-0°

h.180/190 30°

h. 200/204 30°

h. 220/225 30°

h. 240 30°

h. 250 30°

h. 270-30°

MV3190.1

MV3191.1

MV3192.1

MV3193.1

MV3194.1

MV3182.1

MV3184.1

MV3185.1

MV3186.1

MV3187.1

MV3188.1

MV3190.SC

MV3191.SC

MV3192.SC

MV3193.SC

MV3194.SC

MV3182.SC

MV3184.SC

MV3185.SC

MV3186.SC

MV3187.SC

MV3188.SC

MV3190

MV3191

MV3192

MV3193

MV3194

MV3182

MV3184

MV3185

MV3186

MV3187

MV3188

MV3148

MV3149

MV3150

MV3152

MV3160

MV3156

MV3153

MV3154

MV3161

MV3155

MV3163
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Tomasetto multivalve for LPG tanks, model AT11, is suitably designed and developed for two and three wheeler applications, 
with the withdrawal pipe in vapour phase, integrated safety valve and thermo-fuse. The horizontal coil is properly intended 
to reduce hindrance and to install the tank also under the seating of the motorbike for specific use in two-wheelers. 
Homologated in accordance with the European Regulation ECE 67R-01 and with the Indian Standards IS-15500, this 
multivalve is equipped with 80% filling limiter, solenoid valve, excess flow valve, non-return valve, manual (service) valve 
and, upon request, electronic level indicator.

LPG multivalves model  at11 mOtO
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teCHNiCaL Data

Material

weight 

Type of product

PrV setting

working temperature

Coil voltage

Coil power

Electrical connection

Inlet connection 

outlet connection 

Automatic 80% level stop

Excess flow valve

outlet manual valve

Sensor level

Hot forged brass, machined on cnc transfer and center

0,8 kg

Gaseous LPG multivalve for small motorbike and three wheeler

2,2 MPa (22 bar)

-20° C/+65°C

12 V DC

6 W

faston (AMP connection upon request)

M14x1 / pipe: ø 8 mm

M10x1 / pipe: ø 6 mm

yes

yes

yes

yes
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Tomasetto range also includes many different types of accessories for LPG reducers and for multivalves: accessories 
bags, filling valves, gas-tight housings, maintenance kits, filters, fixing accessories, bolts and screws.

LPG multivalves aCCessORies

Gas tiGHt HOusiNGs

Hose d.30

Cmt4103
Gas-tight Housing AT03 
MV 67R-01 Kit cyl.90° Super

Cmat0008

Gas-tight Housing AT03 
MV 67R-01

Cmat0005
Gas-tight Housing AT03 
MV 67R-01 cyl.90°

Cmat0006
Protection cap MV 67R-01 tor.0°

Cmat0010

eLeCtRONiC LeveL seNsORs

Electronic level sensor AEB1050
Electronic level sensor AEB1090

Electronic level sensor compatible 1050
Electronic level sensor compatible 1090

aeB1050 s1050-O
aeB1090 s1090-O
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aCCessORies BaG

MV67R-01 accessories 
bag tor. 0°

mvat3225
Accessories bag AT08 MV67R-01 tor.0°
with gasoline door filling point (stainless)

mvat3322P
MV67R-01 accessories bag

mvat3223

Accessories bag AT08 MV67R-01 
with plastic box

mvat3320
Accessories bag AT08 MV67R-01 
tor. 0° with plastic box (stainless)

mvat3322
Accessories bag AT08 MV67R-01 
with gasoline door filling point

mvat3320P

Fixing metal shaft with mounting screws

mvat3215
Filling valve plastic box kit w/screws

mvat3216
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LPG multivalves aCCessORies

GasOLiNe DOOR FiLLiNG uNits aND Kits

MV 67R-01 filling point kit with metal shaft

mvat3300
MV 67R-01 filling point kit 
with plastic box

mvat3311
Gasoline door filling point 
kit ITALIA - standard version

mvat3302

Gasoline door filling point 
kit ITALIA - long standard version

mvat3306
Gasoline door filling point 
kit ITALIA - extra version

mvat3303
Gasoline door filling point 
kit ITALIA - long extra version

mvat3307

Gasoline door filling point 
kit ACME - standard version

mvat3303a
Universal gasoline door internal 
filling point - standard version

mvat3302.2
Universal gasoline door internal 
filling point - extra version

mvat3303.2

Gasoline door filling point 
kit ITALIA - M20x1 version

mvat3305
Universal gasoline door internal 
filling point - M20x1 version

mvat3305.2
Gasoline door filling point 
bracket holder kit

mvat3309
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GasOLiNe DOOR FiLLiNG uNits aND Kits

Gasoline door filling point 
kit ITALIA - standard version

Gasoline door filling point 
kit ITALIA - long extra version

Gasoline door adapter BAYONET
M10 version

mvat3302.4

Gasoline door adapter EURO integral 
stainless steel w/o-ring - extra version

mvat3303.6i
Gasoline door adapter EURO integral 
stainless steel - M10 version

mvat3302.6i

Gasoline door adapter ACME
M10 version

mvat3302.3

Gasoline door adapter ITALIA
standard version

mvat3302.1

Gasoline door adapter ITALIA long
extra version

mvat3303.15

Gasoline door adapter BAYONET
extra version

mvat3303.4

Gasoline door 
filling point bracket kit

mvat3308

Gasoline door adapter ACME
extra version (also available in long 
version, ref. MVAT3303.45)

mvat3303.3

Gasoline door adapter ACME
short version

mvat3207

Gasoline door adapter ITALIA long
standard version

mvat3302.15
Gasoline door adapter ITALIA 
extra version

mvat3303.1
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LPG multivalves aCCessORies

OtHeR aCCessORies

Double conical joint d.8 

mv3215

Double conical joint d.6

mv3217
Fitting M12x1 d.i.8,2 

mvat3705
Union M10x1 

mv3216

Fixing nut 1/4 gas ac17

mvat3159

MV 60° swivel inlet fitting

mvat2016

MV adapter Kit for 8mm tube

mvat2056
Gasket for AT02 multivalve

mvat3122

Fixing nut 1/4 gas ac17 (brass)

mvat3842

Goniometer (for tank inclination)

mvat2099

MV swivel outlet fitting

mvat4055
MV swivel inlet fitting

mvat4054
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Electronic sensor holder AT02
(old version)

mvat3848
MV67R-01 pointer and glass kit 
(also available for previous 
version of MV, ref. code MVAT3217) 

mvat4064

Coil 12V 11W faston

mvat3578
Coil 12V 11W AMP

mvat3579
Coil 12V 17W faston

mvat3752

Coil 12V 17W AMP

mvat3755

Filling point plastic cap

mvat3604
Filling point plastic cap
with connector

mvst3210

Electronic sensor holder AT02 v.2011

mvat3988
Filling point fitting M16x1.5 
M10 w/o-ring

mvat2087
Plastic cap M10 with clamp

mvat4060

Gasoline door adapter bag
mod. EVA

mvat2097
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Tomasetto Achille designs and manufactures 
pressure reducers (pressure regulators – 
vaporizers) for LPG complete systems, calibrated 
for different engines and suitable for different 
climatic conditions. 

LPG pressure ReDuCeRs

atmODeL

at10 mOtO
mODeL

at07mODeL
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Our range of reducers includes electronic models for traditional 
systems and models for sequential injection systems and, upon 
request, can be supplied with personalized trademarks.

at09 staNDaRD
mODeL

at09 aRtiC
mODeL

at13 aNtaRtiC
mODeL

at09 aLasKa
mODeL
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model at 
Tomasetto LPG pressure reducer, model AT, is a two stages electronic reducer, suitable for traditional systems. Compact 
and reliable, it is homologated in accordance with the European Regulation ECE 67R-01. This reducer is equipped with a 
double regulation system, to obtain always the best performance. Four different versions, suitable for different engines, 
are available in our range. 

Maintenance kit: rGAT2060

LPG pressure ReDuCeRs

teCHNiCaL Data
dimensions

weight

Material

Max. inlet pressure

Solenoid voltage

Solenoid power

Inlet connection

outlet connection

VErSIon

80 HP

100 HP

140 HP

Super (>140 HP)

LPG fLow rATE

16 kg/h

22 kg/h

30 kg/h

up to 40 kg/h

STAndArd

RGTA3300

RGTA3000

RGTA3100

RGTA3200

CoMPEnSATEd

RGTA3310

RGTA3010

RGTA3110

RGTA3210

150x150x100 mm

1,5 kg

Die cast aluminium body, CNC machined

3 MPa

12 V dc

11 W

Ø 6 mm M10x1

Ø 20 mm
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model at07
Tomasetto LPG pressure reducer, model AT07, is a two stages electronic reducer, suitable for traditional systems. Compact and 
reliable, it is homologated in accordance with the European Regulation ECE 67R-01. This reducer is developed from the previous 
model AT and equipped with a solenoid valve and an integrated filter unit to reduce the overall costs and permit an easier and faster 
installation. It is also provided with a double regulation system, to obtain always the best performance. 
Four different versions, suitable for different engines, are available in our range. Upon request, a configuration with pressure 
compensation is available as well. 

Maintenance kit: rGAT2060
filter maintenance kit: rGAT2070

teCHNiCaL Data
dimensions

weight

Material

Max. inlet pressure

Solenoid voltage

Solenoid power

Inlet connection

outlet connection

VErSIon

80 HP

100 HP

140 HP

Super (>140 HP)

LPG fLow rATE

16 kg/h

22 kg/h

30 kg/h

up to 40 kg/h

STAndArd

RGTA3530

RGTA3500

RGTA3510

RGTA3520

CoMPEnSATEd

RGTA3580

RGTA3550

RGTA3560

RGTA3570

150x160x110 mm

1,5 kg

Die cast aluminium body, CNC machined

3 MPa

12 V dc

11 W

Ø 6 mm M10x1

Ø 20 mm
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LPG  pressure ReDuCeRs

model at09 
Tomasetto LPG pressure reducer, model AT09, is a single stage reducer, suitable for sequential injection systems. Compact 
and reliable, it is homologated in accordance with the European Regulation ECE 67R-01. This reducer is equipped with 
a solenoid valve and an integrated filter unit to reduce the overall costs and permit an easier and faster installation. The 
outlet pressure is adjustable from 0.090 to 0.180 MPa (pressures calculated with the reducer disconnected from the 
engine) Tomasetto LPG pressure reducer, model AT09, is available in three different versions: 

> AT09 STAndArd without additional heating stage
> ALASKA with additional post-heating stage, to provide a bigger flow rate and a higher gas temperature 
> ArTIC with additional pre-heating stage, for an extra bigger flow rate and an extra higher gas temperature 
(P.S. we suggest to use AT02 multivalve, “Extra” version, with Artic reducers and follow the instructions of our guide book).  

MAInTEnAnCE KIT: rGAT2080 rGAT2090 rGAT2091 
fILTEr MAInTEnAnCE KIT: rGAT2070 
ArTIC SPECIAL KIT: rGAT2093

staNDaRDveRsiON

aLasKaveRsiON

aRtiCveRsiON
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at09 staNDaRD veRsiON mODeL

Material 

weight  

dimensions  

Max. inlet pressure  

outlet pressure  

Coil voltage 

Coil power 

Inlet connection  

outlet connection  

Engine power

LPG flow rate

Aluminium die cast body 

1.2 kg

120x125x90 mm

3 MPa

variable from 90 to 180 kPa *

12 V DC

11 W

M10x1 pipe ø6 mm

Fixed fitting ø12 mm

up to 65 kW, with T > 0° C

up to 20 kg/h **

* when not connected to engine
Lower temperatures could reduce efficiency of the reducer and performances of engine; in case of permanently higher 
temperatures, the reducer can be used also on more powerful engines
** variable according to the features of the sequential injection system

teCHNiCaL Data

Tomasetto LPG pressure reducer, model AT09, standard version,  is a single stage reducer for sequential injection systems, 
without additional heating stage, suitable for small engines (up to 66 KW).
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LPG  pressure ReDuCeRs

at09 aLasKa veRsiONmODeL

Material 

weight  

dimensions  

Max. inlet pressure  

outlet pressure  

Coil voltage 

Coil power 

Inlet connection  

outlet connection  

Engine power

LPG flow rate

Aluminium die cast body

1.5 kg

120x125x105 mm

3 MPa

variable from 90 to 180 kPa *

12 V DC

17 W

M10x1 pipe ø6 mm

Fixed fitting ø12 mm

from 70 to 105 kW, with T > -10° C

from 20 to 29 kg/h **

* when not connected to engine
Lower temperatures could reduce efficiency of the reducer and performances of engine; in case of permanently higher 
temperatures, the reducer can be used also on more powerful engines
** variable according to the features of the sequential injection system

teCHNiCaL Data

Tomasetto LPG pressure reducer, model AT09, ALASKA version, is a single stage reducer for sequential injection systems, 
with a post-heating stage, suitable for medium-sized engines (up to 100 KW).
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at09 aRtiC veRsiONmODeL

Material 

weight  

dimensions  

Max. inlet pressure  

outlet pressure  

Coil voltage 

Coil power 

Inlet connection  

outlet connection  

Engine power

LPG flow rate

Aluminium die cast body

1.7 kg

120x125x100 mm

3 MPa

variable from 90 to 180 kPa *

12 V DC

17 W

M12x1 pipe ø8 mm

Fixed fitting ø12 mm

from 90 to 120 kW, with T > -20° C

from 25 to 50 kg/h **

* when not connected to engine
Lower temperatures could reduce efficiency of the reducer and performances of engine; in case of permanently higher 
temperatures, the reducer can be used also on more powerful engines
** variable according to the features of the sequential injection system

teCHNiCaL Data

Tomasetto LPG pressure reducer, model AT09, ARTIC version,  is a single stage reducer for sequential injection systems, 
with a pre-heating stage, particularly appropriate for severe weather conditions, suitable for medium-big-sized engines 
(up to 180 KW).
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LPG  pressure ReDuCeRs

Material

weight

dimensions (mm)

Max inlet pressure

outlet pressure

Coil voltage

Coil power

Inlet connection

outlet connection

Engine power

LPG flow rate

* in ideal condition

Die-casting Aluminium body, CNC machined

1,4 kg

140x160x110 mm

3 MPa

from 0,1 to 0,25 MPa

12 V DC

17 W

M12x1 / pipe Ø 8 mm

Fixed fitting Ø 12 mm

from 90 kW to 285 kW*

from 25 kg/h to 80 kg/h*

teCHNiCaL Data

at13 aNtaRtiCmODeL

The new Tomasetto LPG pressure reducer, model AT13 Antartic, is a new article developed with the specific aim to replace 
the present model Artic. The Antartic model is a single stage reducer for sequential injection systems, designed with a new 
concept to increase the range of power and permit exceptional performances. Like model AT09, it is equipped with solenoid 
valve and integrated filter unit, to reduce overall costs and to permit easier and faster installation. Available starting from 
the end of 2011, this new reducer will represent a new success of our R&D Department 

MAInTEnAnCE KIT: rGAT2097
fILTEr MAInTEnAnCE KIT: rGAT2070
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Material 

weight  

Type of product 

working temperature 

 

Solenoid valve 

Inlet connection  

outlet connection  

LPG flow rate

Die-cast Aluminum body, CNC machined

0,65 kg

Gaseous LPG reducer for small motorbike and three wheeler

-20° C/+120°C

Electrical connection     faston

AMP connection upon request

Copper pipe connection with 6 mm pipe thread M10x1

Rubber pipe 6x13 mm

4 kg/h

teCHNiCaL Data

at10 mOtOmODeL

Tomasetto LPG pressure reducer, model AT10, is a two stages electronic reducer, suitable for traditional systems and 
specifically developed for two-wheeler and three-wheeler applications, with the withdrawal in vapour phase. Compact and 
reliable, not equipped with a heating circuit, this reducer is homologated in accordance with the European Regulation ECE 
67R-01 and is equipped with an integrated filter unit and a solenoid valve, properly intended to reduce overall costs and 
hindrance, permitting an easier and faster installation. Maintenance of the filter unit is very fast and easy as well. 

MAInTEnAnCE KIT: rGAT2095 
fILTEr MAInTEnAnCE KIT: rGAT2096

Coil voltage            12 V DC

Coil power              6 W
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LPG reducers aCCessORies

for ReDuCeRs mODeL at and a07

for ReDuCeRs mODeL at09 and at13

Coil 12V 11W faston

mvat3578

LPG reducer AT/AT07 maintenance kit

RGat2060
Lpg swiwel water union with o-ring

RGat1502

Coil 12V 11W faston big

Rm2927

LPG reducer AT09 STANDARD
maintenance kit

RGat2080
LPG reducer ALASKA 
maintenance kit

RGat2090
LPG reducer ARTIC 
maintenance kit

RGat2091

LPG reducer filter kit

RGat2070
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Additional kit for ARTIC reducer

RGat2093 

Coil 12V 11W faston

mvat3578
Coil 12V 17W faston

mvat3752
Coil 12V 17W AMP

mvat3755

Lpg swiwel water union with o-ring

RGat1502

LPG reducer filter kit

RGat2070
LPG reducer ANTARTIC 
maintenance kit

RGat2097
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eLeCtROvaLves

teCHNiCaL Data
Material

weight

Type of product

working temperature

Solenoid valve

Hot forged brass CNC machined

490 g

LPG solenoid valve

-20° C/+120°C

Electrical connection      faston

LPGeLeCtROvaLves

The LPG solenoid valve EGAT1001 is a solenoid valve 12V for LPG systems, with brass body and high-efficiency internal filter, 
homologated ECE 67R-01.
Inlet and outlet connections M10x1 (6mm pipe)

Maintenance kit EGAT2050

Copper pipe connection with 6 mm pipe thread M10x1

accessories
for LPG eLeCtROvaLves

maintenance kit for LPG solenoid valve

eGat2050

Coil voltage            12 V DC

Coil power              11 W
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teCHNiCaL Data
Material

weight

Type of product

working temperature

Solenoid valve

Manual valve

Petrol pipe connection with 6 mm – 8 mm pipe

Hot forged brass CNC machined

210 g

Petrol solenoid valve

-20° C/+120°C

   

Electrical connection      faston

Yes

GasOLiNeeLeCtROvaLves

The gasoline solenoid valve EBAT1001 is a solenoid valve 12V for gasoline, with brass body 
and connections for 6mm – 8mm pipe and with manual valve.

Coil voltage            12 V DC

Coil power              11 W
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